


!  Addressing your product selection and how 
this relates to 3d design  & consumers  

!  Using 3D in your company & with consumers 
when you may not be using it in 
development.  

!  Work flows that impact your company time, 
and products for company scale.  



!  Lingerie/Men’s Underwear beyond small 
sizes  

!  Swimwear beyond small sizes 

!  Extended Sizes– depend on the quality 
of platform to gauge when the sampling 
process doesn’t match.  



Breast tissue is flowing
out of foundation used
in scan.

Other tools to aid in  
Proper breast mass  
Calculations are… 

• Archimedes Principle 
• Mammography 
• Weight calculation 
•  3D of body for 
posturing 

Shape of larger breasts is reliant on the 
foundation used during scanning. We 
can see this person had a poor fitting 
bra to begin with. About 8 key measure 
points are effected as result.



! Was your figure/fit model scanned 
correctly? Can an accurate scan be 
made? 

! A fit models body mass will create 
overlaps of points of measure that can’t 
be fixed in the avatar geometry. 

! Any large breast supports or foundations 
need to be created. 

! What textiles are used For example 3D 
design in a 20 for athletics is more 
forgiving due to stretch of material. 







The women all 
wear a size 10. Due to 
genetics and height we 
see shifts and shapes are 
different. 

 Fit terms such as petite, 
Tall, curvy, straight, and 
etc. help define shape.  



Companies like TC2, Body Block, Tuka Tech, Browzewear, and 
etc, provide E-commerce solutions for VR/AR fitting.  











!  Knowing what works and why will help 
inform your own teams and your 
consumers. 

! Communicate part of the construction 
and form of body to the consumer. 
Inviting them to learn and understand 
limits. 

! Use other methods to begin bringing 
your team into the future.  



                     How to Contact: 
WWW.KSAPPARELDESIGN.COM 

Email: Katy@ksapparel.com 


